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to emphasize this fact, and to enrich and illuminate it with
a wealth of illustration: but when he comes to speak of
Don Michelotto as Duke Cesare's Hangman, and of Se-
bastian Pinzon as his Poisoner, with the light and easy
freedom which one uses in speaking of "the unquestioned
things that are"; then one is compelled to conjure up the
horrible and fantastic picture of the Generalissimo of the
Pontifical Army stalking about the continent of Europe
with an official Hangman and an official Poisoner in his
entourage. Don Michelotto was a captain of Duke Cesare's
condottieri, a valued confidential servant, perhaps, on sud-
den occasion, as at Sinigaglia, his executeur dcs hautes
ceuvres: but never a professional Hangman. And Sebastian
Pinzon? Is it to be believed that Duke Cesare—for this
really is what Herr Burckhardt's amazing statement im-
plies	did so much venenation in the way of business, that
it was as necessary to have a Lord High Poisoner attached
to his staff as a Groom of the Stola or a Clerk of the
Hanaper?1 The thing is absurd; worthy of comic opera,
not of serious history. But the origin of Herr Burck-
hardt's error shall be traced.
Giustiniani, the Orator of Venice, to whom the Borgia
were intensely antipathetic, and who neglected no oppor-
tunity of relating rumours detrimental to them, sent to his
government a dispatch dated the twentieth of July, 1502,
stating, that the Most Illustrious Lord Giambattista Fer-
rari, Cardinal-Presbyter of the Title of San Crisogono,
vulgarly called the Cardinal of Modena, had died; that, in
accordance with his testament, his goods and benefices had
been distributed; that his archbishopric of Capua had been
riven to the young and lusty Lord Cardinal-Prince Ippohto
d'Este (now of the age of twenty-four years and a person
of fashion;) that his bishopric of Modena had been given
to his brother; that the greater part of his goods had been
i The Clerk of the Hanaper is the domestic in charge of the great
gallon goblet called the hanaper.

